ISLAND COUNTY REGION
2012 STP-R RATING SHEET
Project Applicant:
Project Name:
STP-R Funds Requested: $
1

2

3

BETTER USE OF EXISTING FACILITIES






25 pts Max.

Maximizes people-m oving and freight-carrying efficiency
Improves level of service and/or capacity
Provides system continuity
Establishes or preserves right of way corridors
Enhances economic development through the movement of people and goods

COORDINATION OF TRANSPORTATION MODES


20 pts Max.

Incorporates multiple modes into a single project

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS




10 pts Max.

Improves air quality or noise reductions
Provides am ple mitigations to impacts to environment
Provides scenic or historical enhancements

4

LOCAL COMPREHENSIVE PLAN, REGIONAL
TRANSPORTATION PLAN, AND WHIDBEY SCENIC ISLE WAY
CORRIDOR MANAGEMENT PLAN CONSISTENCY.

10 pts Max

5

SAFETY ENHANCEMENTS

20 pts Max

6



Incorporates safety features to protect the traveling public

MULTIPLE PARTICIPATION




15 pts Max.

Maximizes allocations with other funds
Participation of other agencies/private partnerships
Greater than required match

Total Points

Name of scorer:____________________________
Date:__________________
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TAP PROJECT SELECTION CRITERIA
Project Sponsor: _______________________________
Project Name: _______________________________________________________________________________

PROJECT SCREENING CRITERIA
1. Is this project in an urban area?

Yes/No

2. Is this project included or consistent with the Regional Transportation Plan?

Yes/No

3. Does this project contain at least one eligible Transportation Alternatives category?
Eligible Categories: _______________________________________________________________________
4. Is the project listed in lead agency’s current six-year TIP?

Yes/No

5. If a construction project, does it include a minimum of $150,000 in TAP or other federal funds?

Yes/No

6. When is the soonest this project can obligate funds? FFY: ______________________________________
7. What is the amount of TAP funds requested? ________________________________________________
8. Is the project sponsor able to provide matching funds? Additional points awarded to projects that have
greater than the minimum required match (1 point per 2% up to 5 points).
Yes/No
Amount of match: ________________________________
Implementation Readiness
Preliminary engineering or design is complete
Right of way has been acquired or is not needed
Environmental process is complete and permits obtained

0 to 5 points
Points
5
5
5

Score

PORTION TO BE SCORED BY TAC
1. How well does this project promote economic vitality?

1 to 10 points

2. How well does this project maintain, preserve, and extend the life and utility of prior investments in
transportation services?
1 to 10 points
3. How well does this project provide for and improve the safety of the transportation customer and the
transportation system?
1 to 10 points
4. How well does this project improve the predictable movement of goods and people throughout the
region?
1 to 10 points
5. How well does this project promote energy conservation, enhance healthy communities, and protect the
environment?
1 to 10 points
6. How well does this project enhance stewardship (to continuously improve the quality, effectiveness, and
efficiency of the transportation system)?
1 to 10 points
7. What is the regional significance of this project?

1 to 10 points
Max 90 points

